Homework Help for Student
Now a day’s student had to face many problems. And in this the major one is
HOMEWORK. Yes, the major one. There should be several points to remember while
helping a child or student in completing his/her homework by their parents as well as by
the student/child.
Tips for Parents
Parents play an active role in development of a child. A children gain maximum
characteristic from his/her parents. A Child begins to think like them, speak like them
and more over become dependent on them also. So it is the parent’s responsibility to
make their child a good human and a good social person. More over parents can help a
child in their studies. Some essential points are mentioned below.
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐

Regularly ask your child about the work did in his school and the work he got to
complete from home.
Sit along with your child when he is doing his work. Sometime what happens, a
child didn’t know the meaning or the process to solve problem. At that time may
be you can guide him/her in completing the task.
Make a time table that your child needs to follow. And pay special attention that
he/she is following it or not.
Do remember to include small breaks in this time table. If a student studies for a
long time, the amount of oxygen in his brain reduces. If he/she continuously
study for long time he/she may suffered from brain related problem (like not able
to memorize, frustration etc). So including breaks are essential.
Take care of children sleeping time. For a student it is essential to take a proper
sleep. And parents should monitor on the sleeping time of a child. Because after a
proper sleep a student is more active and can be able to understand a problem in
less time than a tired brain.

Tips for student while doing homework/studies
A child has to choose his/her carrier on their own. No person can tell them what is good
for them and what is not. They can only guide you and give you an idea. But a child has
to select the road of success on their own. And to follow his dream he/she need to study.
And they major part was homework. The study you do without any help. And that’s
makes a difference. And to this following are some valuable points to remember.
‐
‐

Always complete your homework before deadline. If you rush in last minute there
is a great probability that you can make a mistake.
Check your homework daily. And try to finish it as soon as possible.

‐
‐
‐
‐

Always take a break in between your studies. Continuous studies can damage
your ability and efficiency of work.
Prepare a time table according to you. And follow it strictly. And give proper time
to each of your subject daily.
Ask your parents for assistance if you are not able to study on your own.
Do revise whatever you study in school daily. Instead of piled up work, it is easier
to study on daily bases. And even you do not feel burden at the last moment.

